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Abstract-In this paper, we discuss a nonlinear singular perturbation boundary value problem with 
a turning point. We show that a difference scheme given in [I] is uniformly convergent under weaker 
assumptions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there were many discussions on numerical methods of nonlinear singular perturbation 
problems with turning points, for example, [l-5] ( see also the references therein). Vulanovi6 [l] 
considered a model problem: 
EU” + sb(z) u’ - c(z, u) = 0, z E I = [-l,l], (1) 
u(-1) = u_, u(1) = v+, (2) 
with the following basic assumptions: 
c(z, u) = zc1(2, u) + EC2(5, ZL), 
b(z) E C2(1), q&U) E C2(1 x W), k = 1,2, 
b(s) 2 b* > 0, 2 E I, 
ICk,u(X, u)l I c*, k=l,2, ZEI, UER. 
(3) 
and 
AL(&U) L f* > 0, x E I, u E R, 
where f(x, u) = (xb(x))‘u + c(x, u). Under the conditions (3) and (4), he proved that 
[(u - u*)(~)(x)~ = O(pj + pmk exp , k = 1,2,3, 
x E I*, j=l fork=0 and j=2-k for k = 1,2,3. 
Here m is a positive constant independent of E, I+ = [0, 11, I- = [-1, 0) and p = e1i2. u+, u- E 
C3(I) are the solutions of the reduced problems 
b(x) u; - C1(X,Uf) = 0, u*(fl) = V&. (6) 
By using upwind difference scheme and a special nonequidistant mesh, uniform convergence of 
the numerical solution towards the discretization of the continuous solution was proved in the 
discrete L1 norm. 
In this paper, the problem (l),(2) is considered. Under the condition (3), not including (4), 
we prove that the problem (l),(2) h as a unique solution and that the same results as [l] hold, 
for instance, the estimate (5) and uniform convergence in a discrete L’ norm. Throughout this 
paper, we shall assume that (3) is true and that E is sufficiently small. Some positive constants 
independent of E and n-l (mesh size) will be denoted bym, M, m2, etc. 
*The author thanks Dr. VulanoviC and Prof. Ascher for their valuable comments. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
THEOREM 1. The problem (l),(2) h 
if (3) is satisfied. 
as a unique solution u(z) E C3(1) and the estimates (5) hold 
PROOF. We make a transformation U(X) = u(z) 4(z), where 
4(x) = exp(d~2), 
d= 
-MO 
b, + (b; - 4~M~)l/~’ 
and MO is any positive number satisfying bZ - 4Mce > 0. Choosing appropriate MO, for example, 
M 
0 
, 2(max, lb’] + 2~*)~ 
be ’ 
we easily verify that the equation for v satisfies the conditions (3) and (4). Using the results 
of [l], we can get the results of the theorem. I 
3. DISCRETIZATION AND UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we consider the discretization of the problem (l),(2). Let Ih be a mesh with 
the mesh points: 
zi = A(&), ti = -1+ ;, i=O,l,..., 72, 12 = 2nc, no E N, 
where A(t) is defined as in [l], i.e., 
{ 
w(t) = Pptl(r - t> 
X(t) = 7r(t) = qt - cq + w”(a)(t - c@/2 + w’(a)(t - CY) + w(a) 
t E [0,4 
t E [a, l] 
-X(-t) t E [-l,O]. 
In the expression of X(t), o E (0,l) is any number independent of E, y = (Y + p1j3 and 5 is 
determined from ~(1) = 1. The parameter /I satisfies 0 < /3 < y-‘(l-~)-~. Denote hi = rci-zi_l 
and hi = (hi + hi+1)/2. 
As in [l], we assume that uh denotes a mesh function and & = (uk,. . . , uk_,)’ E RF-l, and 
that Th is a discrete operator: 
ThU; = (ThUh)i = Thuh i = 1 - z . 7”*yno 
T$; z=nO+l,...,n-1, 
where 
T$$ = ED%; + D;g(x:i, u;) - s*(xi, u;), 
s&b, u) = Ns)(u(z) - w(~>), 
s*(z,u) = (d(z))‘(+) - w(x)) + C(GU) - w(~,w(~)), 
The discrete problem of (l),(2) is 
Thuh = 0, uo” = u- , Uh = u n +. (7) 
Define the discrete L1 norm as follows: 
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THEOREM 2. Let the condition (3) be satisfied. Then the discrete problem (7) has a unique 
solution and the following stability inequality 
is valid for all uh wh E R”-1 7 
lIuh - w”II: 5 MIIThuh - Thwh(lf 
Furthermore, we have 
Mb + exP(-n>> 
Ij+u”l\: L n 7 
(8) 
(9) 
where u! = (u(zl), . . . , u(cc,_I))~ (u(z) denotes the solution of problem (1),(2)) and u” is the 
solution of (7). 
PROOF. We define another discrete L’ norm: 
n-1 
~~~“~~~, = c wi’Iu:l, 
i=l 
which can be written as 
~~u”~~~, = IIGuhlll, G=diag(~1~,‘,...,11,-1~,1,), 
where & = C#J(Q) = exp (dzf) and 11 . 111 denote the usual vector norm. 
Let Ah = (Th)‘(uh), where (Th)‘(uh) denotes the F’rech& derivative of Th at any uh. Denote 
p = (GA&-‘)Teh, 
where eh = (l,... ,l)T~Wn-l. Itcanbeverifiedfori=no+l,...,n-1 
pi = -Moz; - 2de - (x6(x)); + 2dxf - c, (xi, u;) + (T; + r;) C#Q, 
where 
?$ = E,“(&l) - +-1):’ 
and 
7-l = xj b(Xj) ((4-l): - 0: (K’)) * 
By careful derivation, we have -pi 2 m2 > 0 by choosing appropriate A40 (as in the proof of 
Theorem 1) and supposing E and n-l sufficiently small. Similarly, we also have -pi 2 m2 > 0 for 
i=l 9 - * * , no. Therefore, similarly to [l], we conclude that the problem (7) has a unique solution 
and 
Noting 
lluh - w”IIt, 5 m,‘llThuh -ThwhIIt,. 
1) .I(’ I 1) . /I;, L exrd-4)) . II:, 
(10) 
the inequality (8) thus follows from (10). By using (5), (8), and the same procedure as that of (11, 
inequality (9) follows. I 
REMARK. An example in [6], 
EU”+xu’ = 1, 21(-l) = 0, U(1) = 0, 
indicates that uniform (about e) stability inequality of (l),(2) in maximum norm cannot be 
obtained. Therefore, we do not expect that it can be done for a discrete problem. But the 
following can be achieved: 
o~~~Iu~-w:l <M max 
_'_ lli<n-1 
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